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The largest project managers and adjudicators of a country, both by number of projects and by cost, are public procurement
agencies. Therefore, knowing and characterising public procurement announcements (tenders) is fundamental for managing
public resources well. This article presents the case of public procurement in Spain, analysing a dataset from 2012 to 2018: 58,337
tenders with a cost of 31,426 million euros. Many studies of public procurement have been conducted globally or theoretically, but
there is a dearth of data analysis, especially regarding Spain. A quantitative, graphical, and statistical description of the dataset is
presented. Mainly, the analysis is of the relation between the award price and the bidding price. An award price estimator is
proposed that uses the random forest regression method. A good estimator would be very useful and valuable for companies and
public procurement agencies. It would be a key tool in their project management decision making. Finally, a similar analysis,
employing a dataset from European countries, is presented to compare and generalise the results and conclusions. Hence, this is a
novel study which fills a gap in the literature.

1. Introduction
Every year, public authorities in European countries spend
around 14% of GDP on public procurement, about 1.9
trillion euros [1], which is the latest estimate (2017) not
including spending by utility companies. Spain is also
similar, which spends around 10% to 20% of GDP [2]. Public
procurement is very important in sectors such as civil
construction, energy, transport, defence, IT, or health services. Therefore, it is crucial to analyse the public procurement notices, also called requests for tenders or simply
tenders, to understand their behaviour in terms of prices,
bidding companies, duration of projects, types of work, etc.
The growing awareness of public procurement as an
innovative policy tool has recently sparked the interest of
both policy makers and researchers [3]. The open data associated with public procurement and other open government data initiatives [4] are increasing mainly due to the
following factors:

(i) Technological factors: software tools to manipulate
big data and machine learning algorithms to analyse
data (e.g., to make predictions) [5, 6].
(ii) Bureaucratic factors: standardisation of contracting
language e-procurement [7, 8] and the benefits of the
digitalisation of public procurement agencies [9].
(iii) Political factors: greater transparency in political
decision making and design of methods of selecting
suppliers for public procurement [10].
(iv) Economic factors: accuracy of the estimation of the
cost [11], contract renegotiation [12], risk and
uncertainty in the contracts [13], estimation of
bidder participation in tenders [14] and its impact
on prices [15], and globalisation—companies
competing in markets far away from their origin [1].
(v) Social factors: less tolerance for inefficient political
management or political irregularities in the procedure [16] and greater transparency and flexibility
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in award mechanisms between public procurement
agencies and private companies [17].

The layout of this paper is connected with the method
employed in the research, as depicted in Figure 1. Section 2
summarises the legislation regarding public procurement
notices. A tender is organised in ﬁelds, but nevertheless, it is
necessary to preprocess the information to produce the
dataset. The data ﬁelds involved in the process as well as how
the data are preprocessed are described. Section 3 analyses
the dataset (main characteristic values, correlation, dispersion, etc.), lists the evaluation metrics used (types of errors),
and makes a quantitative and graphical analysis of two
fundamental ﬁelds: the tender price and the award price. The
competition in public tenders and its impact on savings have
been analysed: how the award price is aﬀected by the
competitiveness of the companies. In Section 4, an estimator
of the award price is proposed using the machine learning
algorithm random forest for regression. Several ﬁelds of the
tender (the name of the public procurement agency, type of
contract, geographical location, type of work or service,
duration, date, etc.) have been used to make the prediction.
The success of the estimator is analysed based on the
evaluation metrics deﬁned previously. Furthermore, a
similar analysis employing a dataset from other European
countries is presented. Lastly, some concluding remarks and
avenues for future research are presented in Section 5.
As far as we know, this article is the ﬁrst attempt to
provide an award price estimator for all types of tenders in a
country using machine learning algorithms. Similar articles
dealing with this topic [18, 19] have been published recently
but only for construction projects and small datasets. It is
typical to ﬁnd literature only applied to construction
projects; this is mainly because they are the biggest public
procurement projects. On the contrary, the approach of this
article is from a multidisciplinary perspective, and it analyses
a large volume of data using machine learning techniques.

2. Spanish Public Tenders (2012–2018):
Description of the Dataset
In this section, the origin and nature of the Spanish public
procurement processes are analysed. Section 2.1 presents a
summary of the legislation associated with public procurement and the reuse of public information. Section 2.2
lists the ﬁelds of the public procurement notice with information that appears in the announcement. Section 2.3
explains how the original information has been preprocessed
to ﬁnally obtain a dataset which is valid for statistical and
mathematical analysis.
2.1. European and Spanish Legislation on Public Procurement
and on the Reuse of Public Information. At the European and
Spanish levels, laws have been developed related to the reuse
of public sector information and procurement or contracting in the public sector. They are summarised in Table 1.
According to Spanish Law 20/2013, the website of the Public
Sector Contracting Platform (P.S.C.P.) of Spain has to
publish the public procurement notices and their resolutions

of all contracting agencies belonging to the Spanish Public
Sector.
With regard to oﬃcial announcements of Spanish tenders outside Spain, Article 135 of Law 9/2017 establishes that
when tenders are subject to harmonised regulations (those
with an amount greater than a threshold or with certain
characteristics, stipulated in Articles 19 to 23), tenders have
to also be published in The Oﬃcial Journal of the European
Union (OJEU) [20]. When the public contracting authority
considers it appropriate, tenders not subject to harmonised
regulations can be announced in the OJEU. The Europe
Union (EU) has an Open Data Portal [21] which was set up
in 2012, following Commission Decision 2011/833/EU on the
reuse of commission documents. All EU institutions are
invited to make their data publicly available whenever
possible.
Furthermore, there is a portal called Tenders Electronic
Daily (TED) [22] dedicated to European public procurement. It provides free access to business opportunities in
the EU, the European Economic Area, and beyond.
2.2. Data Fields of Spanish Public Procurement Notices.
The information of public procurement notices is deﬁned in
Spanish Law 9/2017, Annex III “Information that has to
appear in the announcements.” P.S.C.P. has an open data
section for the reuse of this information (in compliance with
the publicity obligations established in Law 9/2017) which
will be used in this article to generate the dataset. The information is provided by the Ministry of Finance (link in the
Data Availability section) and has been published as open
data since 2012 and updated monthly in XML format.
The ﬁelds of the public procurement notices are numerous, and they can completely deﬁne the tender. The most
important ﬁelds are as follows (more details in Table 2):
(i) Announcement ﬁelds: tender status, contract ﬁle
number, object of the contract, tender price (budget), duration of the contract, CPV classiﬁcation,
contract type, contract subtype, place of execution,
lots, type of procedure, contracting system, type of
processing, contracting body, place and deadline for
submission of tenders, participation requirements,
award criteria, subcontracting conditions, contract
modiﬁcations, etc.
(ii) Award ﬁelds: award result, identity of the winning
company (CIF and company name), award price,
number of received oﬀers, maximum and minimum
received bids, etc.
Not all ﬁelds have been selected (last column in Table 2)
to mathematically analyse the tenders for several reasons:
(1) Some ﬁelds are usually empty or have inconsistent
data or errors.
(2) Not all ﬁelds have the same importance. For example, the tender price is more important than the
language of the tender document.
(3) The content of many of these ﬁelds is textual, which
makes their mathematical modelling very complex.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the data analysis and award price estimator.

2.3. Data Preprocessing. It is necessary to carry out several
steps to preprocess the data. This is a laborious task
because the tender’s information has not been veriﬁed
automatically to correct human errors. The preprocessing can be divided into the following 5 consecutive tasks:
(1) Data Extraction. Structured data are stored in text
ﬁles (XML format). A script has been created to read
the ﬁelds recursively, saving in the database one
tender per row and as many columns as there are
ﬁelds to be stored.
(2) Data Reduction. Around 60 ﬁelds are selected; a
priori they are interesting for the performance of a
statistical and mathematical analysis.
(3) Data Cleaning. The data are cleaned. For example,
deleting spaces, punctuation marks, and special
characters, conversion to capital letters, deleting data

with ﬁxed structure (postal code, CPV, CIF, etc.)
which do not obey the structure’s rules, etc.
(4) Data Transformation. Basically, four types of
transformations are carried out:
(a) Normalisation. This consists of homogenising
the ﬁelds. For example, converting dates to
time stamps.
(b) Aggregation. This consists of adding new
useful ﬁelds for the analysis. For example,
creating a new ﬁeld which is the ﬁrst two
numbers of the CPV classiﬁcation (common
procurement vocabulary).
(c) Data Enhancement. It serves to create ﬁelds
with external information and thus enables
checking the consistency of the extracted data.
For example, employing the postal code of the
tender, it has generated its geographical
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Table 1: Laws about public procurement and the reuse of public sector information.

Law

Description

Directive 2003/98/EC

Reuse of public sector information

Directive 2013/37/EU

Modifying previous directive 2003/98/EC

Directive 2007/2/EC
Law 37/2007
Royal Decree-Law 1495/2011
Commission Decision 2011/833/
EU

Establishing an Infrastructure for Spatial
Information in the European Community
(INSPIRE)
Transposing into Spanish law the European
directive 2003/98/EC
Developing the Spanish law 37/2007
On the reuse of commission documents
Transparency, access to public sector information
and good governance
Market unit guarantee
Transposing into Spanish law the European
directive 2013/37/EU

Law 19/2013
Law 20/2013
Law 18/2015
Directive 2014/23/EU

Award of concession contracts

Directive 2014/24/EU

Public procurement

Law 9/2017

Transposing into Spanish law the previous
European directives 2014/23/UE and 2014/24/UE

Level

Permanent link
http://data.europa.eu/eli/dir/2003/98/
Europe
oj
http://data.europa.eu/eli/dir/2013/37/
Europe
oj
Europe http://data.europa.eu/eli/dir/2007/2/oj
Spain

https://boe.es/eli/es/l/2007/11/16/37

Spain

https://boe.es/eli/es/rd/2011/10/24/
1495

Europe http://data.europa.eu/eli/dec/2011/833
Spain

https://boe.es/eli/es/l/2013/12/09/19

Spain

https://boe.es/eli/es/l/2013/12/09/20

Spain

https://boe.es/eli/es/l/2015/07/09/18

http://data.europa.eu/eli/dir/2014/23/
oj
http://data.europa.eu/eli/dir/2014/24/
Europe
oj
Europe

Spain

https://boe.es/eli/es/l/2017/11/08/9

Table 2: Most relevant data ﬁelds in the public procurement notices (tenders) used in the dataset
Name

Description
Status of the tender during the development of the
Tender status
procedure: prior notice, in time, pending
adjudication, awarded, resolved or cancelled
Contract ﬁle number
Unique identiﬁer for a contract ﬁle
Object of the contract
Summary description of the contract
Public procurement agency that made the tender:
name, identiﬁer (NIF or DIR3), website, address,
Public procurement agency
postal code, city, country, contact name, telephone,
fax, e-mail, etc
Tender price
Amount of bidding budgeted (taxes included)
Duration
Time (days) to execute the contract
CPV (common procurement vocabulary) is a
European system for classifying the type of work in
public contracts deﬁned in the Commission
Regulation (EC) No 213/2008: http://data.europa.eu/
CPV classiﬁcation
eli/reg/2008/213/oj
The numerical code consists of 8 digits, subdivided
into divisions (ﬁrst 2 digits of the code), groups (ﬁrst
3 digits), classes (ﬁrst 4 digits), and categories (ﬁrst 5
digits)
Type of contract deﬁned by legislation (Law 9/2017):
works, services, supplies, public works concession,
works concession, public services management,
Contract type
services concession, public sector and private sector
collaboration, special administrative, private,
patrimonial, or others
Code to indicate a subtype of contract. If it is a type of
service contract: based upon the 2004/18/CE
Contract subtype
Directive, Annex II. If it is a type of work contract:
works contract codes deﬁned by the Spanish DGPE

Name column dataset
Not used (similar to Result_code)
Not used
Not used (unstructured textual information)
Name_Organisation Postalzone
Postalzone_CCAA Postalzone_Province
Postalzone_Municipality
Tender_Price
Duration

CPV
CPV_Aggregated (ﬁrst 2 digits of the code)

Type_code

Subtype_code

Complexity
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Table 2: Continued.

Name
Contract execution place

Type of procedure

Contracting system
Type of processing
Award result
Winner identiﬁer
Award price
Date
Number of received oﬀers

Description
Contract’s execution has a place through the
Nomenclature of Statistical Territorial Units (NUTS),
created by Eurostat [23]
Procedure by which the contracts was awarded: open,
restricted, negotiated with advertising, negotiated
without publicity, competitive dialogue, internal
rules, derived from framework agreement, project
contest, simpliﬁed open, association for innovation,
derivative of association for innovation, based on a
system dynamic acquisition, bidding with
negotiation, or others
The contracting system indicates whether it is a
contract itself or a framework agreement or dynamic
acquisition system
Type of processing: ordinary, urgent, or emergency
Type of results: awarded, formalised, desert,
resignation, and withdrawal
Identiﬁer of the winning bidder (called CIF in Spain)
and its province (region)
Amount oﬀered by the winning bidder of the contract
(taxes included)
Date of agreement in the award of the contract
Number of received oﬀers (bidders participating) in
each tender

location (latitude and longitude), the municipality, the province, and the autonomous
community.
(d) Conversion. This consists of converting ﬁelds
from one format to another. For example,
conversions of text ﬁelds (strings) to a unique
numeric identiﬁer (integers) because the regression algorithm used only works with
numeric variables: string_1 �> 1, string_2 �>
2, ..., string_N � > N.
(5) Data Filtering. The data are ﬁltered to discard useless
data for our analysis. Basically, this involves the
following:
(a) Only formalised or awarded tenders are
selected.
(b) A tender is removed when it has one or several
empty ﬁelds.
(c) A tender is removed when it has an abnormally large positive price (award price or
tender price) to remove outliers.
(d) A tender which is formed by several diﬀerent
contracts (called lots) is removed. This is
because it does not give the tender price for
each contract, and this is a fundamental ﬁeld
for further analysis.
At ﬁrst, there were 232,175 tenders. After data preprocessing, there were 58,337 tenders.

3. Statistical Analysis of the Dataset
In Section 3.1, a quantitative description of the dataset and a
correlation analysis between ﬁelds of dataset are presented.

Name column dataset
Not used (assumed equal to Postalzone)

Procedure_code

Urgency_code
Result_code
CIF_Winner
Winner_Province
Award_Price
Date
Received_Oﬀers

In Section 3.2, nine evaluation metrics are deﬁned. In
Section 3.3, they are used to calculate the error between two
very important ﬁelds: tender price versus award price.

3.1. General Description. These data preprocessing operations prepare a structured and organised dataset ready for
the data analysis. There are 58,337 tenders from 2012 to 2018
spread across Spain. Table 3 shows the quantitative description of the dataset: total numbers, means, medians,
maximum, etc. The dataset has 19 ﬁelds or variables: 15
announcement ﬁelds and 4 award ﬁelds. Special emphasis is
placed on Tender_Price and Award_Price. The amount is
one of the most important variables in any project. Furthermore, the amount is fundamental in this article because
an award price estimator is made.
Looking at Table 3, the following issues are observed:
(i) There are a lot of winning companies and bidding
organisations. On average, each public procurement
agency makes 16.46 tenders and each company wins
3.37 tenders.
(ii) There is a great dispersion of prices (for both
Tender_Price and Award_Price) looking at the
median, the mean, and the maximum.
(iii) There is a big diﬀerence between Tender_Price and
Award_Price looking at the diﬀerences between
both medians (€14,897) and means (€135,812.48).
Therefore, it makes sense to propose a predictor of
Award_Price because Tender_Price is not an accurate estimator.
(iv) The 5 types of CPV with greater weight add up to
48.55% of the total number of tenders.
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Table 3: Quantitative description of the dataset.

Topic

General values

Dataset’s variables

Tender price (taxes included)

Award price (taxes included)

Number of tenders by CPV

Number of tenders by type code

Description
Total number of tenders in the dataset
Temporal range of tenders
Total number of tendering organisations
Total number of winning/award companies
Mean number of oﬀers received per tender
Mean duration of tender’s works
Input variables of tender’s notice: Procedure_code,
Urgency_code, Type_code, Subtype_code,
Result_code, Name_Organisation, Postalzone,
Postalzone_CCAA, Postalzone_Province,
Postalzone_Municipality, Tender_Price, CPV,
CPV_Aggregated, Duration, and Date
Output variables of tender’s resolution: Award_Price,
Winner_Province, CIF_Winner, and
Received_Oﬀers
Mean tender price
Median tender price
Maximum tender price
Aggregated tender price of all tenders
Mean award price
Median award price
Maximum award price
Aggregated award price of all tenders
Tenders with CPV � 45: construction work
Tenders with CPV � 50: repair and maintenance
services
Tenders with CPV � 79: business services (law,
marketing, consulting, recruitment, printing, and
security)
Tenders with CPV � 72: IT services (consulting,
software development, Internet, and support)
Tenders with CPV � 34: transport equipment and
auxiliary products to transportation
Tenders with Type_code � 1: goods/supplies
Tenders with Type_code � 2: services
Tenders with Type_code � 3: works

To obtain new relevant information through the variables, the Spearman correlation method was used; Figure 2
shows the Spearman correlation matrix (a symmetric matrix
with respect to the diagonal). Among the three typical
correlation methods (Pearson, Kendall, and Spearman), the
Spearman correlation method is chosen because it evaluates
the strength of a monotonic relationship between two
variables. A monotonic function preserves order (increasing
or decreasing). The Spearman correlation coeﬃcient (rs ) is
deﬁned for a sample of size n, and the n raw scores Xi , Yi are
converted to ranks rgXi , rgYi :
rs �

cov rgX , rgY 
,
σ rgX σ rgY

(1)

where cov(rgX , rgY ) is the covariance of the rank variables
and σ rgX and σ rgY are the standard deviations of the rank
variables.
Looking at Figure 2, the greatest correlations are the
following:

Value
58,337
2012/01/01–2018/12/28
3,544
17,305
4.55
382.21 days

15 input variables (description in Table 2)

4 output variables (description in Table 2)
€538,707.39
€86,715.00
€3,196,970,000
€31,426,572,936
€402,894.91
€71,818.00
€786,472,000
€23,503,680,419
12,166 (20.85%)
5,174 (8.87%)
3,992 (6.84%)
3,725 (6.39%)
3,264 (5.60%)
17,876 (30.64%)
28,363 (48.62%)
12,008 (20.58%)

(i) Tender_Price vs. Award_Price (0.97): this high
correlation is in accordance with common sense
since high bids are associated with high awards and
low bids with low awards.
(ii) Type_code vs. Subtype_code (0.74): each type of
contract has its associated subtypes of contract.
This is the reason for the high correlation.
(iii) Name_Organisation vs. Postalzone_Municipality
(0.42): each public procurement agency has a location associated with a postal code.
(iv) Type_code vs. CPV (0.38): each type of contract is
usually used for certain types of works.
(v) Procedure_code vs. Tender_Price (− 0.38) and
Award_Price (− 0.36): each type of contract procedure tends to correspond to a range of bidding
and adjudication amounts.
(vi) CPV vs. Duration (0.34): each type of work is
usually associated with a temporal range (duration) for its realisation.

Received_Offers

Award_Price

Winner_Province

CIF_Winner

Date

Duration

CPV

Tender_Price

Postalzone_Municipality

Postalzone

Name_Organization

Subtype_code

Type_code

Urgency_code
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1.0
Procedure_code

1.0 –0.01 –0.07 –0.04 0.0

0.01 –0.09 –0.38 –0.11 –0.16 0.1

0.05 –0.02 –0.36 –0.2

Urgency_code –0.01 1.0

0.0

0.03 –0.02 –0.01 0.04

Type_code –0.07 0.0

1.0

0.74 0.12 –0.01 0.17 0.24 0.38 –0.07 0.04 0.09 0.16 0.23 0.33

Subtype_code –0.04 0.03 0.74

0.0 –0.06 –0.08 0.0 –0.01 0.02

0.0

0.0

1.0

0.09

0.0

Name_Organization

0.0 –0.02 0.12 0.09

1.0

0.05 0.42 –0.02 0.03 –0.07 0.24 0.17 0.11

Postalzone

0.01 –0.01 –0.01 0.0

0.05

1.0 –0.04 –0.01 –0.0 –0.03 0.08 0.03 –0.08 –0.02 0.02

0.15 0.22 0.21 –0.19 0.06 0.12 0.15 0.21 0.32
0.0

0.05

Postalzone_Municipality –0.09 0.04 0.17 0.15 0.42 –0.04 1.0 –0.07 –0.02 –0.07 0.24 0.17 0.29 –0.06 0.1
Tender_Price –0.38 0.0

0.34 –0.06 0.05 0.02 –0.0 –0.03

Duration –0.16 –0.08 –0.07 –0.19 –0.07 –0.03 –0.07 0.14 0.34

1.0 –0.05 –0.07 –0.05 0.13 –0.07

0.1

0.0

0.6

0.4

0.24 0.22 –0.02 –0.01 –0.07 1.0 –0.01 0.14 –0.08 –0.14 –0.03 0.97 0.28

CPV –0.11 –0.06 0.38 0.21 0.03 –0.0 –0.02 –0.01 1.0

Date

0.8

0.04 0.06 0.24 0.08 0.24 –0.08 –0.06 –0.05 1.0

0.2

0.13 0.08 –0.08 0.02
0.0

CIF_Winner

0.05 –0.01 0.09 0.12 0.17 0.03 0.17 –0.14 0.05 –0.07 0.13

1.0

0.24 –0.14 0.02

Winner_Province –0.02 0.02 0.16 0.15 0.11 –0.08 0.29 –0.03 0.02 –0.05 0.08 0.24

1.0 –0.03 0.1
–0.2

Award_Price –0.36 0.0
Received_Offers

–0.2

0.0

0.23 0.21

0.0 –0.02 –0.06 0.97 –0.0 0.13 –0.08 –0.14 –0.03 1.0

0.33 0.32 0.05 0.02

0.1

0.28 –0.03 –0.07 0.02 0.02

0.1

0.19

0.19
1.0

Figure 2: Correlation matrix between the variables of the dataset. Spearman’s rank correlation coeﬃcient is the method applied.

(vii) Received_Oﬀers vs. Type_code (0.33) and Subtype_code (0.32): the number of received oﬀers by
tender has a correlation with the type and subtype
of the contract.
(viii) Winner_Province vs. Postalzone_Municipality
(0.29): there is a correlation between the origin
(province) of the winning company and the location (municipality) of the tender. In general,
tenders from a speciﬁc geographical region are
won by companies from the same region. There are
diﬀerent socioeconomic reasons for this.
Higher correlation values have not been obtained due to
the numerical form of expressing the information and the
limitations of the correlation method (all methods have
disadvantages). For example, Name_Organisation and
Postalzone_Municipality have a direct relation: an organisation usually has a unique assigned postal code. However,
this relation can follow any mathematical pattern or
function.
Another way to analyse the data is through the scatter
matrix (see Figure 3) where the variables are plotted two by
two and the matrix’s diagonal is the probability density
function of the corresponding variable. Although it cannot
be appreciated in detail by the large amount of data and
variables, the following relations are seen:

(i) Procedure_code, Urgency_code, Type_code, and
Subtype_code generate straight lines because they
are variables with few values (they are codes) but
have great dispersion when they are confronted with
the rest of the variables.
(ii) Name_Organisation, Postalzone, and Postalzone_Municipality have a large dispersion. In the
probability density function of Postalzone, a great
maximum is seen in Madrid’s postal codes. This is
because many tenders in Spain have been put forward by agencies located in the capital (Madrid).
(iii) The CPVs show that some codes have high tender
and award prices, a longer duration, and more
received oﬀers. This is true because each type of
work has certain characteristics such as price, duration, or competence in the sector.
(iv) The relation between Tender_Price and Award_Price will be analysed in detail later, but a certain
relation can be seen. It had already appeared in the
correlation matrix.
3.2. Evaluation Metrics. To compare the variables and calculate the errors or deviations of the prediction algorithms,
ﬁrst it is necessary to deﬁne some error metrics. The use of
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Figure 3: Scatter matrix between the variables of the dataset.
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Figure 4: Relation between tender price and award price. (a) Scatter plot. (b) Histograms of frequency (number of tenders). (c) Absolute
error (AE) histogram.
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metrics based on medians and relative percentage is useful in
this survey because the dataset has outliers of great weight,
and the use of such metrics helps us to counteract the eﬀect
of these outliers.
Absolute error (AE), absolute percentage error (APE),
mean absolute error (MAE), mean absolute percentage error
(MAPE), median absolute error (MdAE), median absolute
percentage error (MdAPE), root mean square error (RMSE),
normalised root mean square error (NRMSE), and coeﬃcient of determination (R2 ) were selected as evaluation
criteria (2)–(10): At is the actual value for period t, Ft is the
expected or estimated value for period t, and n is the number
of periods.


AEt � At − Ft ,
(2)




AEt 
At − Ft 

,


APEt (%) � 100
 � 100
 At 
 At 
MAE �

(3)


1 n
1 n 
 AEt � At − Ft ,
n t�1
n t�1

(4)



100 n
100 n At − Ft 
MAPE (%) �
 APEt �

,
n t�1
n t�1 At 

(5)


 



1
MdAE � medianA1 − F1 , A2 − F2 , . . . , An − Fn ,
n
(6)
MdAPE (%) �

100
median
n
A − F 

1 
·  1
,
 A1 



A2 − F2 


 A , . . . ,
2

������������

2
1 n 
RMSE �
 A − Ft  ,
n t�1 t
NRMSE �
�

RMSE
max At  − min At 
���������������

�2
(1/n)nt�1 At − Ft 
max At  − min At 



(7)
An − Fn 
,

 A 
n

(8)

(9)
,


2
nt�1 At − Ft 
R � 1 − n 
2 ,
t�1 At − A
2

(10)

where A is the mean: A � (1/n)nt�1 At .
3.3. Tender Price vs. Award Price. Figure 4(a) shows
graphically the variable tender price versus award price for
all tenders when tender price is less than €3,000,000. This
threshold is 3.5 times the median of tender price. A line at
45 degrees can be seen; its points satisfy the condition that
tender price is equal to award price. Therefore, in this line
there, is no error between the two variables, and so the

Table 4: Error metrics between tender price and award price.
Error
Value
Absolute error (AE)
See Figure 4(c)
Absolute percentage error (APE)
See Figure 5
Median absolute error (MdAE)
€6,955.00
Median absolute percentage error (MdAPE)
11.84%
Mean absolute error (MAE)
€137,778.64
Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE)
39.79%
Root mean square error (RMSE)
101,451,609,620,714
Coeﬃcient of determination
− 3.10

tender price would be a perfect estimator. Below this line,
there is a large dispersion of points. When the distance
between a point and the line is high, the error is also high.
Finally, there are few points above the line. This is because
only rarely is the award price higher than the tender price.
This can happen due to special conditions of the contract
or, alternatively, it can be wrong data. There is no information about how the public procurement agencies
calculate the tender price or if it is validated before entering
the dataset.
Figure 4(b) shows the frequency histogram of both
variables. The frequency is the number of tenders for each
bar of €5,000. For example, the most frequent range for the
tender price is €30,000–€35,000; for the award price, it is
€20,000–€25,000. Figure 4(c) shows the frequency histogram
of the AE between both variables by ranges of €1,000. It can
be observed that approximately 18,000 tenders (30% of the
total) have less than €1,000 error. There is a big diﬀerence
with the rest of the bars.
Table 4 presents the error metrics (or evaluation metrics)
calculated between the variables tender price and award
price for the entire dataset. An error between tender price
and award price, in terms of project management, means
that there is a budget deviation between the tender price and
the price ﬁnally awarded.
An interesting analysis is how the award price is
aﬀected by the competitiveness of the companies (see
Table 5). It is necessary to group the tenders according to
the number of oﬀers received. For this purpose, 4 groups
have been created: no competitiveness (1 oﬀer), low
competitiveness (2–4 oﬀers), medium competitiveness
(5–10 oﬀers), and high competitiveness (more than 10
oﬀers). As competitiveness increases, the diﬀerence
between the award price and tender price is greater
because MdAE, MdAPE, MAE, and MAPE are greater.
This shows that companies are more aggressive (bid
lower prices) to win the tender. Consequently, the award
price is lower in a scenario with less competitiveness or,
in other words, public procurement agencies save
money.
Figure 5 shows the APE boxplot grouped by CPV. Box
diagrams are a standard method to graphically represent
numerical data through their quartiles. The outliers of the
dataset have not been represented because they are values
very far out, which would make it diﬃcult to scale the axes.
MAPE (red colour) and MdAPE (green colour) for each
CPV group are marked. The great diﬀerences of APE,
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Table 5: Description of the dataset and the errors between tender price and award price by number of received offers.
Groups by competitiveness
Description

CPV_Aggregated

Total number of tenders in the dataset
Total number of tendering organisations
Total number of winning/award companies
Mean received offers by tender
Mean duration of tender’s works
Mean tender price
Median tender price
Mean award price
Median award price
Median absolute error (MdAE)
Median absolute percentage error (MdAPE)
Mean absolute error (MAE)
Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE)

No
competitiveness
18,790
1,956
7,550
1.0
401.07 days
€354,882.49
€60,500.00
€341,874.79
€58,984.50
€93.50
0.12%
€13,966.65
10.02%

Low Received offers (2–4) Medium Received offers (5–10) High Received offers >10
22,714
2,553
9,555
2.80
396.65 days
€388,526.27
€75,000.00
€323,611.87
€64,833.00
€7,661.50
13.39%
€68,244.60
25.65%

11,553
2,135
5,222
6.73
370.95 days
€785,455.49
€121,000.00
€460,548.68
€90,689.00
€22,854.00
29.63%
€326,698.33
54.48%

5,271
1,053
2,402
20.01
277.50 days
€1,301,031.70
€254,376.00
€836,188.79
€174,986.00
€76,420.00
45.94%
€464,907.75
77.98%
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80
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70
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Figure 5: Boxplot of absolute percentage error (APE) between award price and tender price grouped by CPV.
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MAPE, and MdAPE according to the CPV can be clearly
seen. In general, MdAPE is between 20% and 40% and
MAPE is higher than 40%. The total value of MAPE and
MdAPE (without dividing by CPV) has already been calculated, as shown in Table 4.
In conclusion, in view of the graphical and quantitative
results, it can be aﬃrmed that tender price is a bad estimator of
award price. Perhaps it is not excessively bad in median (11.84%)
but it is so in mean (39.79%). This is certainly due to the high
dispersion between both prices (as seen in Figure 4(a)). This is the
reason to create an award price estimator in the following section.

4. Award Price Estimator
A good award price estimator would be very useful and
valuable for companies and public procurement agencies. It
would be a key tool in their project management decision
making because it reduces the economic risks. Due to the
complexity involved, machine learning techniques have
been chosen to create the estimator, in particular, random
forest. In Section 4.1, random forest for regression is presented, from the theoretical framework to its application to
the Spanish tenders’ dataset. In Section 4.2, the empirical
results and analysis are presented, for example, the error
metrics of the award price estimator created. In Section 4.3 a
similar analysis is presented using a dataset from other
countries, creating a new award price estimator.
4.1. Random Forest for Regression. Random forests (RF),
introduced by Breiman [24] in 2001, is an ensemble learning
method for regression or classiﬁcation that operates by
constructing a multitude of decision trees at training time
and outputting the class which is the mode of the classes
(classiﬁcation) or mean prediction (regression) of the individual trees. It is a popular learning algorithm that oﬀers
excellent performance [25, 26], no overﬁtting [27], and a
versatility of applicability to large-scale problems and in
handling diﬀerent types of data [25, 28]. It provides its own
internal generalisation error estimate, called out-of-bag
(OOB) error.
Simpliﬁed algorithm of RF for regression [29]:
(1) For b � 1 to B:
(a) Draw a bootstrap sample Z∗ of size N from
the training data.
(b) Grow a random forest tree Tb to the
bootstrapped data, by recursively repeating
the following steps for each terminal node
of the tree, until the minimum node size
nmin is reached.
(i) Select m variables at random from
the p variables.
(ii) Pick the best variable/split-point
among the m.
(iii) Split the node into two daughter
nodes.
B

(2) Output the ensemble of trees Tb 1 .

To make a prediction at a new point x,
 B (x) � (1/B)B T (x).
f
b�1 b
rf
At each split in each tree, the improvement in the split
criterion is the measure of the importance attributed to the
splitting variable and is accumulated over all the trees in the
forest separately for each variable. It is called variable importance [24].
There are other implementations of RF algorithms, such
as Boruta [30], regularised random forest (RRF) [31],
conditional forest [32], quantile regression forest (QRF)
[33], or extremely randomised regression trees (extraTrees)
[34]. The last one was tested with this dataset, but it has a
worse accuracy than random forest, so ﬁnally it was discarded. The reason is because the function to measure the
quality of a split is the Gini index, which is worse than MAE
(mean absolute error) or MSE (mean squared error). A
comparison between the use of MAE and MSE is shown in
Figure 6 for 30 to 1000 trees generated in RF. MAE used as
the quality function has clearly better values for the error
metrics (especially MAPE and NRMSE) than the MSE
quality function for this dataset. Therefore, the function
selected is MAE.
The random forest method has been used for multiple
and diﬀerent real-world applications [25], such as the estimation of traﬃc car issues [35–37], wind speed prediction
[38], classiﬁcation of protein sequences [39], discrimination
between seismic events and nuclear explosions [40], pedestrian detection [41], aggregated recommender systems
[42], bed occupancy predictor in hospitals [43], classiﬁcation
of phishing e-mail [44], network intrusion detection [45],
and employee turnover prediction [46].
Figure 7 shows diﬀerent ratios between the training and
testing subsets (train : test in percentage): 65 : 35, 70 : 30, 75 :
25, 80 : 20, 85 : 15, and 90 : 10. The most important errors for
this study, MdAPE and MAPE, are constantly in the order of
9% and 30%, respectively. OBB and NMRSE do not change
signiﬁcantly. Hence, the train : test ratio is not relevant. The
typical ratio 80 : 20 will be used in this article.
RandomForestRegressor from Scikit-learn, which is a
machine learning library for the Python programming
language, with 400 trees is the function used in this article.
The 14 input variables used in RF are Tender_Price, Date,
Duration, Name_Organisation, CPV, CPV_Aggregated,
Procedure_code, Type_code, Subtype_code, Urgency_code,
Postalzone, Postalzone_CCAA, Postalzone_Province, and
Postalzone_Municipality. The variable to perform the regression is Award_Price, and the output generated by RF
(prediction) will be called Forecast_Price.
This article does not use the other 3 variables of the
tender’s resolution (Winner_Province, CIF_Winner, and
Received_Oﬀers; Table 3) because they are not variables of
the tender’s notice. In a real scenario, the award price estimator only can use the variables of the tender’s notice.
However, if these 3 output variables are used in RF plus 14
input variables, the errors would decrease logically. This is
demonstrated as shown in Figure 8: MdAPE is about 5% and
MAPE 25%. MdAPE and MAPE are, respectively, 4% and
5% lower than the real scenario with only variables of the
tender’s notice (see Figure 7). The variable importances (RF
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two functions to measure the quality of a split. (a) The quality function is mean squared error (MSE). (b) The quality function is mean
absolute error (MAE).
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Table 6: Error metrics between award price and forecast price.

Error
Absolute percentage error (APE)
Median absolute error (MdAE)
Median absolute percentage error (MdAPE)
Mean absolute error (MAE)
Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE)
Root mean square error (RMSE)
Coefficient of determination (R2 )

Value
See Figure 8
€7,575.45
9.26%
€67,241.34
28.60%
364,901,707,583
0.92

Difference with respect to Tender_Price
See Figure 8
+€620.45
− 2.58%
+€70,537.3
− 11.19%
− 101,086,707,913,131
—
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Figure 10: Boxplot of absolute percentage error (APE, grey colour) between award price and forecast price, grouped by CPV. The APE
reference (blue colour) is the award price and tender price shown in Figure 5.
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Table 7: European countries’ dataset: quantitative description.

Topic

Description
Total number of tenders in the dataset
Number of tenders by country: France (FR),
Croatia (HR), Slovenia (SI), Bulgaria (BG),
Germany (DE), Italy (IT), Hungary (HU), and
General values
Latvia (LV)
Temporal range of tenders
Total number of tendering organisations
Total number of winning/award companies
Mean received oﬀers by tender
Input variables of tender’s notice: Date,
Name_Organisation, Postalzone,
ISO_country_code, Main_activity, Type_code,
CPV, CPV_Aggregated, Tender_Price, and
Dataset’s variables
Procedure_code
Output variables of tender’s resolution:
Award_Price
Median tender price
Prices (without taxes)
Median award price
Tenders with CPV � 33: medical equipments,
pharmaceuticals, and personal care products
Tenders with CPV � 15: food, beverages, tobacco,
and related products
Tenders with CPV � 45: construction work
Number of tenders by CPV
Tenders with CPV � 71: architectural, construction,
engineering, and inspection services
Tenders with CPV � 34: transport equipment and
auxiliary products to transportation
Tenders with Type_code � 1: goods/supplies
Number of tenders by type code
Tenders with Type_code � 2: services
Tenders with Type_code � 3: works

Value
41,556
12,449 (FR); 7,910 (HR); 6,473 (SI); 6,096 (BG);
3,918 (DE); 3,782 (IT); 3,724 (HU); 1,736 (LV)
2016/12/22–2017/12/29
6,163
19,100
5.02

10 input variables

1 output variable
€425,000.00
€394,951.26
10,927 (26.29%)
4,363 (10.50%)
4,053 (9.75%)
1,973 (4.75%)
1,893 (4.56%)
24,593 (59.18%)
12,849 (30.92%)
4,114 (9.90%)

Table 8: European countries’ dataset: errors between award price vs. tender price and award price vs forecast price and their diﬀerences.
Error
Median absolute error (MdAE)
Median absolute percentage error (MdAPE)
Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE)
Normalised root mean square error (NRMSE)
Coeﬃcient of determination (R2 )

Award price vs. tender price
€4,514.50
4.17%
27.49%
99,018.04
0.9680

output parameter) ordered from highest to lowest are
Tender_Price (0.870%), Received_Oﬀers (0.035%), Duration
(0.017%), Date (0.013%), Name_Organisation (0.012%),
CIF_Winner (0.010%), CPV (0.009%), Postalzone (0.007%),
Subtype_code (0.006%), CPV_Aggregated (0.005%), Winner_Province (0.004%), Type_code (0.004%), Procedure_code (0.003%), Postalzone_Municipality (0.002%),
Postalzone_Province (0.001%), Postalzone_CCAA (0.001%),
and Urgency_code (0.0001%). It is clear that the 3 output
variables are important in the previous ranking.
4.2. Empirical Results and Analysis. RF has been trained with
80% of tenders (46,670). The remaining 20% (11,667) have
been used as the test group. Figure 9 shows the scatter plot
between forecast price and award price for the test group. As
has already been mentioned, if the estimator were perfect, all
points would have to be on the line at 45 degrees.

Award price vs. forecast price
€20,982.94
6.48%
23.57%
2,816,245.06
0.7303

Diﬀerence
+€16,468.44
+2.31%
− 3.92%
+2,717,227.02
− 0.2377

The prediction’s errors are presented in Table 6. Furthermore, in the third column, it is compared with the error
made by Tender_Price (see Table 4) to check if the proposed
estimator is better or worse. It makes no sense to compare
the absolute errors because the sizes of the datasets are
diﬀerent. It is best to compare the percentage errors, such as
MdAPE and MAPE; they are signiﬁcantly lower,
MdAPE—2.58% and MAPE—11.19%.
Figure 10 shows the boxplot of APE (grey colour)
between award price and forecast price grouped by CPV.
It is also plotted the APE reference (blue colour) which
has been presented previously in Figure 5. It is clearly
visible how the APE of the estimator has boxplots with
a smaller interquartile range (IQR). In general, MdAPE
and MAPE are lower than the APE reference. In conclusion, the proposed estimator reduces signiﬁcantly
the error with respect to tender price (analysed in Section
3.3).
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Figure 11: European countries’ boxplot: absolute percentage error (APE) between award price and tender price (blue colour) and award
price and forecast price (grey colour), grouped by CPV.

The variable importances (RF output parameter) ordered
from highest to lowest are Tender_Price (88.34%), Date
(1.84%), Duration (1.83%), Name_Organisation (1.56%),
Subtype_code (1.52%), CPV (1.10%), Postalzone (1.09%),
Type_code (0.97%), Procedure_code (0.66%), CPV_Aggregated (0.49%), Postalzone_Municipality (0.24%),

Postalzone_Province (0.18%), Postalzone_CCAA (0.17%),
and Urgency_code (0.03%).
4.3. Empirical Results and Analysis for Other Countries.
In this section, a study is made with tenders from other
countries, similar to the previous one for Spanish tenders. The
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purpose is to evaluate the award price estimator with a different dataset using the same machine learning technique
(random forest). The countries selected are from the European Union because they have almost the same characteristics
associated with public procurement announcements: legislation, tender’s regulation, public administrations, purchase
procedures, etc. The raw data have been downloaded from the
European Open Data Portal [21], in particular the tenders’
database of the year 2017 (link in the Data Availability section). However, the quality of the data is not good: ﬁelds
without data, errors in tender and award prices, the winning
company does not have its tax identiﬁcation number, tender
and award prices have the same value, etc. It is an oﬃcial
dataset provided by the European Union, but it does not have
as good a quality as the Spanish dataset. In the beginning,
there were 706,104 tenders. After data preprocessing, there
were only 41,556 tenders.
Table 7 shows the quantitative description of the dataset
for the following 8 European countries: France, Germany,
Italy, Croatia, Slovenia, Bulgaria, Hungary, and Latvia. They
have been selected because they have the highest number of
tenders after data preprocessing.
This dataset has been trained with 80% of the tenders
(33,244). The remaining 20% (8,312) have been used as the test
group. The random forest process is analogous to the Spanish
one. The 10 input variables used in RF are Date, Name_Organisation, Postalzone, ISO_country_code, Main_activity,
Type_code, CPV, CPV_Aggregated, Tender_Price, and Procedure_code. The variable to perform the regression is
Award_Price, and the output generated by RF (prediction) will
be called Forecast_Price.
The errors MdAE, MdAPE, MAPE, and NRMSE and R2
are shown in Table 8. The second column shows award
price vs. tender price (the reference), and the third column
shows award price vs. forecast price (the estimator created
with RF). MdAPE between award price and tender price is
very low (4.17%) if it is compared to the Spanish MdAPE
(11.84%, see Table 4). This means that award price is very
close to tender price or, in other words, a lot of tenders have
the same price for both and, consequently, without error.
MAPE is also lower (27.49%) than the Spanish MAPE
(39.79%). The estimator is better in MAPE (− 3.92%) but it
is worse in MdAPE (+2.31%) (see fourth column in
Table 8).
Figure 11 shows the boxplot of APE (grey colour) between award price and forecast price grouped by CPV. The
APE reference (blue colour) between award price and tender
price is also plotted. It is not clearly visible how the APE of
the estimator has boxplots with a smaller interquartile range
(IQR). In general, MdAPE and MAPE are similar to the APE
reference.
In conclusion, the estimator created for this dataset has
similar error metrics with respect to tender price. Why do a
lot of tender notices in the European countries have the same
value of tender price and award price? Why not in the
Spanish case? This could be due to the bad quality of the
European dataset (tender’s notices with mistakes) or, a less
likely hypothesis, the fact that the Spanish public procurement agencies fail to estimate the tender price and the
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European agencies never fail in anything. The proposed
method can be useful and generalisable to other countries
with a large dataset without mistakes.

5. Conclusions and Future Research
The European and Spanish public procurement legislation
has been presented. A dataset of 58,337 Spanish public
tenders from 2012 to 2018 has been analysed. The relations
between the main ﬁelds of the public procurement notices
have been studied mathematically. Error metrics between
the tender price and the award price have been calculated
(MdAPE � 11.84% and MAPE � 39.79%). An award price
estimator, which reduces the previous errors
(MdAPE � 9.26% and MAPE � 28.60%), has been proposed
by using a machine learning algorithm (random forest). The
estimator has 14 ﬁelds as input variables, of which the most
important are the tender price, date, duration, public procurement agency name, subtype code, CPV classiﬁcation,
and postal zone.
A good award price estimator would be useful for
companies and public procurement agencies. It would be
useful for companies because it can be a key tool in their
project management decision making: it would reduce the
economic risks, thus winning tenders more easily. For public
procurement agencies, it would be useful because, for example, in the Spanish dataset, the tender price could have
been reduced by 2.24% (MdAPE reduction), equivalent to
approximately 811 million euros. This is a signiﬁcant error
reduction that, consequently, would improve the accuracy of
the budget for public procurement.
An analogous analysis has been made with 8 European
countries (France, Germany, Italy, Croatia, Slovenia, Bulgaria, Hungary, and Latvia) to generalise the award price
estimator to other real situations and check the results. The
dataset used has 41,556 tenders, but the quality of the data is
worse than the Spanish dataset. The new award price estimator obtains predictions with error metrics that are similar
to those between the tender price and award price. The
estimator is better in MAPE (− 3.92%) but it is worse in
MdAPE (+2.31%).
An accurate estimate is impossible to achieve because the
market is theoretically open and free and, therefore, unpredictable. Furthermore, the award price is not always the
ﬁnal price paid by the public procurement agency because
the contract may be modiﬁed during its execution. However,
this article illustrates how a machine learning algorithm can
be useful. Particularly, random forest predicts the award
prices with less uncertainty, adapting to the real market. This
market reality is gathered implicitly through the public
procurement notices. Therefore, this estimator is interesting
for the public procurement agencies and for the companies
because their risk is reduced.
Thanks to the open data sources of public procurement,
it is possible to avoid depending on government statistics
oﬃces such as the Spanish (INE [47]) or the European
(Eurostat [23]). Therefore, there is independence, and there
are resources to perform low-level analysis or cross data with
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other databases or external services to extract more valuable
information.
This article opens the doors to future research related to
the analysis of massive data on public procurement, in
particular:
(i) It achieves a more accurate estimator by incorporating business data of the winning bidder:
location, core business, annual turnover, number of
employees, ﬁnancial situation, etc. With the new
data, the estimator has more input variables that
could be relevant to predicting the award price.
(ii) It compares other machine learning algorithms to
estimate award prices, number of received oﬀers,
and other interesting ﬁelds.
(iii) It performs data business analysis such as companies with a higher success rate in public procurement or the characterisation of the winning
bidder: type of company, size, national origin or
foreign, etc.
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